
Zwickau Group 1 eco fun park supply

We are planning an eco fun park at the water close to this school. Your group has to think about 'eco' 
supplies for our eco fun park. Our tourists have to eat and drink. Do you want restaurants and cafés? If yes: 
what kind of restaurants and cafés do you want? Remember: they should be 'eco' but also make money. 
Where do we get the food and the drinks? Do we buy them from a big company which has 'eco' products or 
do we go to local companies? This is our eco fun park so check ideas with the other groups.

1) Prepare a presentation and a poster with your ideas about eco supplies for our eco fun park.
2) We need tourists. How can you advertise your ideas? You can prepare a TV advert or design a 

leaflet, for example.

Zwickau Group 2 eco fun park activities

We are planning an eco fun park at the water close to this school. Your group has to think about 'eco' 
activities for our eco fun park. Our tourists aren't coming because we are nice and save the environment. 
They are coming because they want to have fun. What activities can we have here that are 'eco'? Tourists 
could be riding motor boats or sailing boats, for example. This is our eco fun park so check ideas with the 
other groups.

1) Prepare a presentation and a poster with your ideas about eco activities for our eco fun park.
2) We need tourists. How can you advertise your ideas? You can prepare a TV advert or design a 

leaflet, for example.

Zwickau Group 3 eco fun park accommodation

We are planning an eco fun park at the water close to this school. Your group has to think about 'eco' 
accommodation for our eco fun park. If the tourists stay for a couple of days they have to sleep. Will you 
build an 'eco' hotel, can they stay in houses of the people of Augustenborg or do you have other ideas? This 
is our eco fun park so check ideas with the other groups.

1) Prepare a presentation and a poster with your ideas about eco accommodation for our eco fun park.
2) We need tourists. How can you advertise your ideas? You can prepare a TV advert or design a 

leaflet, for example.

Zwickau Group 4 eco fun park nature protection

We are planning an eco fun park at the water close to this school. Your group has to think about nature 
protection for our eco fun park. Many tourists produce a lot of waste and rubbish. How can we avoid that? 
What materials can you use for packaging of food and drinks, for example? Restaurants, cafés or hotels need 
a lot of water. How can we save resources?  This is our eco fun park so check ideas with the other groups.

1) Prepare a presentation and a poster with your ideas about nature protection for our eco fun park.
2) We need tourists. How can you advertise your ideas? You can prepare a TV advert or design a 

leaflet, for example.

Zwickau Group 5 eco fun park energy balance

We are planning an eco fun park at the water close to this school. Your group has to think about energy 
balance for our eco fun park. Restaurants, cafés, hotels, etc. need a lot of power and the tourists don't want 
to be cold. Where do we get the energy and the heating from? Nuclear power is not a good idea. Can we 
show the tourists that our 'eco' heating and energy are clean? This is our eco fun park so check ideas with the 
other groups.

1) Prepare a presentation and a poster with your ideas about energy balance for our eco fun park.
2) We need tourists. How can you advertise your ideas? You can prepare a TV advert or design a 

leaflet, for example.


